
Dear Sem-VI student, 
 
The final Semester - VI B.Sc. online exams were conducted from 24/09/2020 to 
30/09/2020. Some students have represented regarding their inability to 
complete the exams and auto submission, etc. due to technical reasons. We have 
compiled all the student mails and representations and assessed them at back 
end for authenticity of reason. Only genuine cases have been identified for 
reattempt, and you are one of them.  
 
We are rescheduling the final exams for Sem-VI for such candidates from 19th to 
24th October 2020 in the afternoon session ie. 02pm to 04pm. Please reattempt 
the relevant paper only in which you had faced problems, and which has been 
confirmed by NCHM.  Absent students who had fill the Exam Form can also 
attempt and will be authorized through mail.   
 
The passkey for the reattempt final exam will be shared on 15th/16th October 
2020 which will enable you to access the online test. The passkey is exclusive to 
you for only the reattempt paper (s) and will not authorize access to any other 
paper.   
 
As already indicated, students can attempt the final exam from their laptop/ 
desktop or mobile phone having Google Chrome browser, minimum 2mbps 
internet speed and having a microphone and camera. This exam software will 
NOT work on iOS or Apple operating system and devices.  During the examination 
all calls, messages and alerts are to be blocked. You will not be allowed to move 
away from the device/ camera once you start and any movement will result in 
disqualification. Ensure constant power and internet connection to the device 
during the exam time. Instructions are being enclosed which you must read and 
comply with. You will login to the exam through http://cocubes.in/NCHM-TEE-
2019-20. This will be the last attempt and there will be no retest. Please ensure to 
comply with instructions. 
 
 
Regards 
Director (Studies) 
NCHM 
Date: 14th October 2020 

http://cocubes.in/NCHM-TEE-2019-20
http://cocubes.in/NCHM-TEE-2019-20




Roll Number Name Email Phone Number INSTITUTE

1641119003 AAYUSH SHARMA sharmaaayush2697@gmail.com 9888840852 SHIMLA

1741119038 ANUJ KUMAR anujkumar82192@gmail.com 8219232231 SHIMLA

1741119176 RAHUL JAISWAL kanishqrs@gmail.com 7903622890 SHIMLA

1741119034 ANKUSH patildeepak140995@gmail.com 9991935784  SHIMLA

133989 GURDEEP SINGH gurdeep343@gmail.com 8860520282 SHIMLA

133995 HIMANSHU BHADOLA himanshubhadola742@gmail.com 9927608279 SHIMLA

134133 SHIVANG BHARGAVA shivang.bhargava94@gmail.com 8302600064 SHIMLA

134171 VIKRANT SHARMA sharmav564@gmail.com 9882938834 SHIMLA

144171 SHIV KUMAR kumarshivkumar1969@gmail.com 9896912196 SHIMLA

154029 AJAY KUMAR aj1212ay@gmail.com 9418891162 SHIMLA

1641119010 ABHISHEK NEGI abhisheknegi5891@gmail.com 8630855097 SHIMLA

1641119259 VIKAS ROJHA vikasrojha00@gmail.com 9899180750 SHIMLA
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